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Title: METHODS FOR MOTION VECTOR STORAGE IN VIDEO CODING

Abstract: Methods for motion vector storage are proposed. The motion vector resolution is reduced for temporal motion vector prediction.
METHODS FOR MOTION VECTOR STORAGE IN VIDEO CODING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates generally to video processing. In particular, the present invention relates to methods for motion vector storage in video coding and its extensions, 3D video coding, scalable video coding, screen content coding et al.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] In general video coding, block based motion compensation is used for inter prediction. The displacement between current block and reference block is defined as motion vector (MV). For efficient signaling of MV, motion vector prediction is usually adopted in a typical video codec. There're two types of motion vector prediction. One is spatial motion vector prediction in which the MV of spatially neighboring coded MV is used for predicting the MV at current block. The other is temporal motion vector prediction, in which the coded MV at previous frame is used to predict MV at current block. In the case of temporal motion vector prediction, the MVs of all inter coded blocks in the reference frame need to be stored in a buffer, as shown in Fig. 1, then the scaled MV, according the temporal position of frame i+1, frame i and the reference frame of frame i, is used for prediction.

[0003] Let \( \text{minBlkW} \) and \( \text{minBlkH} \) be the minimum block width and minimum block height of a inter prediction block. Then the maximum number of MVs that needed to be stored is \( (\text{picWidth} / \text{minBlkW}) \times (\text{picHeight} / \text{minBlkH}) \), where \( \text{picWidth} \) and \( \text{picHeight} \) are the width and height of a coded picture, respectively.
In order to reduce storage, motion vector "compression" can be used, by which only one MV is stored for each MxN block (M>minBlkW, N>minBlkH). In the case of multiple MVs in an MxN block, we can simply select the MV at top-left sub-block. In this way, the motion vector field is sub-sampled, therefore the storage is reduced.

In HEVC, the MV resolution is ¼ pixel accuracy. In recent development of next generation video coding, the MV resolution can be 1/8, 1/16 or even higher. So the storage of MV is also increased. One solution is to reduce the range of MV so that the same number of bits can be used to represent a MV. However, this will degrade the performance of motion compensation prediction in the case of fast motion scenario. To solve this problem, method for MV storage is proposed.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Methods of motion vector storage are proposed. It is proposed that the resolution of MV that is stored in the buffer for temporal motion vector prediction is lower than the resolution of MV that is used for motion compensation.

Other aspects and features of the invention will become apparent to those with ordinary skill in the art upon review of the following descriptions of specific embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention can be more fully understood by reading the subsequent detailed description and examples with references made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig.1 is a diagram illustrating the concept of temporal motion vector prediction.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The following description is of the best-foreseen mode of carrying out the invention. This description is made for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention and should not be taken in a limiting sense. The scope of the invention is best determined by reference to the appended claims.

Let $\mathbf{v} = (v_x, v_y)$ denote a MV that is used for inter prediction. Its resolution is $\frac{1}{2^k}$; $k$ can be 2, 3, 4, and so on. In other words, the basic unit of $V_x, V_y$ is $\frac{1}{2^k}$ pixel. After a frame is coded, all the MVs are stored in a MV buffer for temporal motion vector prediction.

In the proposed method, as shown in Fig. 2, the MVs are modified to a predefined resolution $\frac{1}{2^q}$ before stored in the MV buffer. And $q$ is smaller than $k$, which means that the MVs stored in the buffer have lower resolution.

In one embodiment, $\bar{\mathbf{v}} = (v'_x, v'_y)$ is stored in the MV buffer, where,

$V_x - V_x \equiv (k-q), V_y - V_y \equiv (k-q)$. When used for temporal MV prediction, the MV is modified to original resolution before scaling, i.e. $\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v} \equiv (k-q)$.

In another embodiment, $\bar{\mathbf{v}} = (v'_x, v'_y)$ is stored in the MV buffer, where,

$\omega = \langle (k-q), V_x \equiv (v_x + \omega), V_y \equiv (v_y + \omega) \rangle \equiv (k-q)$. When used for temporal MV prediction, the MV is modified to original resolution before scaling, i.e. $\mathbf{v} - \mathbf{v} \equiv (k-q)$.

In still another embodiment, the value of $d = k-q$ is signaled from encoder to decoder.

In still another embodiment, the value $d$ can be signaled at video parameter
set, picture parameter set, sequence parameter set, et al.

[0018] In still another embodiment, the value d can be signaled at slice header, so that each slice can have different d, therefore different resolution of MV in the buffer.

[0019] There are some cases that the resolution of MV used for motion compensation can be different from the resolution of MV used for spatial motion vector prediction. For example, in the case of affine motion compensation, the MV used for motion compensation of each sub-block can be 1/16, 1/64 or even higher. However, the resolution of MV that used for motion vector prediction at following blocks is of 1/8. In these cases, the derived MV is first modified to resolution 1/8 for spatial motion vector prediction, and then further modified to resolution ¼ before stored in the MV buffer for temporal motion vector prediction.

[0020] The proposed methods described above can be used in a video encoder as well as in a video decoder. Embodiments of the proposed method according to the present invention as described above may be implemented in various hardware, software codes, or a combination of both. For example, an embodiment of the present invention can be a circuit integrated into a video compression chip or program codes integrated into video compression software to perform the processing described herein. An embodiment of the present invention may also be program codes to be executed on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to perform the processing described herein. The invention may also involve a number of functions to be performed by a computer processor, a digital signal processor, a microprocessor, or field programmable gate array (FPGA). These processors can be configured to perform particular tasks according to the invention, by executing machine-readable software code or firmware code that defines the particular methods embodied by the invention. The software code or firmware codes may be developed in different programming languages and different format or style. The software code may
also be compiled for different target platform. However, different code formats, styles and languages of software codes and other means of configuring code to perform the tasks in accordance with the invention will not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention.

[0021] The invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described examples are to be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. To the contrary, it is intended to cover various modifications and similar arrangements (as would be apparent to those skilled in the art). Therefore, the scope of the appended claims should be accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and similar arrangements.
What is claimed is

1. A method of motion vector storage, by which the resolution of motion vector is reduced before storing in a MV buffer for temporal motion vector prediction. Let \( \vec{v} = (v_x, v_y) \) denote a MV that is used for inter prediction. Its resolution is \( \frac{1}{2^k} \), \( k \) can be any integers such as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on. Instead of \( \vec{v} \), \( \vec{v}' = ((v_{x1}, v_{y1}), (v_{x2}, v_{y2})) \) is stored in the MV buffer, of which resolution is \( \frac{1}{2^q} \) wherre \( q \) is some equal or less than \( k \).

22. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), whitherein \( q < k \).

33. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), whitherein

\[
Y'_{x} = \left( V_{x} + \text{offs}_{x} \right) \cdot \left( q \cdot \text{offs}_{q} \right), \quad Y_{y} = \left( V_{y} + \text{offs}_{y} \right) \cdot \left( (k \cdot \text{offs}_{q}) \right), \quad \text{where} \quad \text{offs}_{q} \quad \text{nand} \quad \text{offs}_{q} \quad \text{are} \quad \text{two} \quad \text{two}
\]

imintererss. WWhitherein usedel floooer treenuuppoomraall MMVV prrecoleccitioonn, tthhe MMVV iiss mmoooddiiffitted ooo oorriigggiinnaall

33. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), whitherein \( \text{offs}_{q} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \end{pmatrix} \) and \( \text{offs}_{q} = 0 \).

44. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), tthhe inuifllooommaattisioonn offf rreessoolluttiioon offf ssootoorreedd

MMVV uuasreed inmm treenuuppoomraall mmootiioonn pprrreddiicttiioonn iiss ssiiggnmaalleedd fffromm rrunncocodderre too ddieecocodderre.

66. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), tthhe inuifllooommaattisioonn offf rreessoolluttiioon offf ssootoorreedd

MMVV uuasreed inmm treenuuppoomraall mmootiioonn pprrreddiicttiioonn iiss ssiiggnmaalleedd fffromm rrunncocodderre too ddieecocodderre.

77. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), tthhe inuifllooommaattisioonn offf rreessoolluttiioon offf ssootoorreedd

MMVV uuasred inmm treenuuppoomraall mmootiioonn pprrreddiicttiioonn ccxaan bbee ssiiggnmaalleedd aatt sseeruquereenccee lleexveell, pprriccttiuuree lleexveell,

88. The method includes cellaaimed in cellaimin \( n \), tthhe inuifllooommaattisioonn offf rreessoolluttiioon offf ssootoorreedd

MMVV uuasred inmm treenuuppoomraall mmootiioonn pprrreddiicttiioonn ccxaan bbee ssiiggnmaalleedd aatt vviieddeo ppaarrnaammetteerr sseerrt

((VVPSS)), sseeruquereenccee ppaarrnaammetteerr sseerrt ((SPPSS)), pprriccttiuuree ppaarrnaammetteerr sseerrt ((PPPPSS)), slllicceer bbheesiddeerr ((SSHH)),

6
coding tree unit (CTU), coding unit (CU).

9. The method as claimed in claim 8, the information of resolution of stored MV of the current slice used in temporal motion prediction for succeeding slices can be signaled in the current slice.

10. The method as claimed in claim 8, the information of resolution of stored MV of the current slice used in temporal motion prediction for succeeding slices can be signaled in the succeeding slices.

11. The method as claimed in claim 8, the MV resolution of temporal motion prediction for the current slice can be signaled in the current slice.

12. The method as claimed in claim 6, the value of \( d = k - q \) is signaled from encoder to decoder.

13. The method as claimed in claim 1, in some blocks the resolution of MV used for motion compensation can be \( \frac{1}{2^q} \cdot P > k \), but the resolution of MV used for spatial motion vector prediction is \( \frac{1}{2^k} \), and the resolution of MV used for temporal motion vector prediction is \( \frac{1}{2^q} \). In other words, in those cases MV is first modified to the resolution of \( \frac{1}{2^q} \) for spatial motion vector prediction, and then further modified to the resolution of \( \frac{1}{2^k} \) before stored in the buffer for temporal motion vector prediction.
Fig. 1

Spatial MV prediction

Frame i

MV buffer for temporal MV prediction

\( \tilde{v} = \text{Scale}(\tilde{v}) \)

Fig. 2

Spatial MV prediction

Frame i

\( \tilde{v} = \tilde{v} \gg (k-q) \)

MV buffer for temporal MV prediction

\( \tilde{v} = \text{Scale}(\tilde{v} \ll (k-q)) \)
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